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from left: Kerry James 
Marshall, Untitled, 2008.
Acrylic on PVC panel,  
28¾ x 24¾ in. Photo:  
John Berens. Courtesy  
Jack Shainman Gallery,  
New York.

Peter Saul, Ok, I Messed 
Up…, 2003. Acrylic on 
canvas, 67 x 59 in.  
Courtesy David Nolan 
Gallery, New York.

John Massey, Pink Dawn, 
from the series “This Land 
(The Photographs),” 2005–
08. Archival digital print, 
27½ x 34¾ in. Courtesy 
Georgia Scherman Projects, 
Toronto.

Kerry James marshall 
Jack Shainman Gallery 

In 2002, the studio museum in harlem curator 
Thelma Golden followed up “Freestyle”—her 
show of conceptually oriented work by younger 
african-american artists—with an exhibition  
of conventional figurative painting titled “Black 
romantic.” For his show at Jack shainman, 
Kerry James marshall lifts Golden’s title, there-
by reflecting his own sophisticated navigation  
of the line between the artworld and populism. 

The title also indicates marshall’s concern 
with the sentimental, with which his show was 
imbued, along with just enough irony and 
charged symbolism to give the work a sharp  
political edge. Five pieces, each titled Vignette 
(2005 and 2008), feature from different angles  
a man joyfully lifting a woman above him while 
surrounded by saccharine pink hearts, or else 
standing next to a black fence decorated with  
a clenched fist or a panther face. Two untitled 
paintings (2008) present a couple strolling a  
picturesque beach. marshall undercuts the  
idyllic scene by making the fit between lovers 
and landscape subtly incongruous—clouds that 
are a little too perfect, a string of barbed wire  
in the sand. 

Typical of marshall’s recent output, the  
exhibition contains work in a variety of media 
and genres, including drawing and watercolor. 
small metal medallions imprinted with the faces 
of mostly anonymous african americans cover 
an untitled boat installation (2003–05) that 
evokes the middle Passage as well as its result-
ant diasporic culture and history. among the 
strongest works are three portraits of imagined 
artists partially eclipsed by painting palettes  
impeccably daubed with color—a rare moment 
of “pure” abstraction in marshall’s socially  
committed artistic oeuvre. With implacable 
faces painted in marshall’s purposefully too  
dark style, these artists assert a practice that 
also threatens to blot them out.  —alan Gilbert  

PeTer saul
OranGe cOunty muSeum Of art

my introduction to Peter saul’s claustrophobic 
universe came in 1983 at the san Francisco 
museum of modern art. I was in a profoundly  
altered state of consciousness and, consequently, 
standing in front of his 1968 painting Typical 
Saigon for what seemed an eternity proved to  
be an excruciatingly demanding and satisfying 
encounter—one in which the comfort level  
afforded by more theoretical means of social 
critique and polite systems of delivery was  
entirely absent. The ill-mannered visual forces 
at play were locked in a continual melee where 
tracing each restless sightline would lead from 
one vulgar character to the next, each enacting 
cruel punishment on another. 

Twenty-five years later, as I looked at it in a 
more clearheaded state of mind, this impudent 
picture was no less challenging to experience. 
The issue that comes forward as in so many  
of the paintings at the modest but thoroughly  
engrossing survey at the Orange County 
museum of art is one of overwhelming pictorial 
embodiment. The shallow writhing space of 
Typical Saigon with its ferocious color, serpentine 
bullet trajectories, and tangled figures acts as  
a compositional labyrinth from which saul offers 
no exit. This is a fitting method for representing 
a parodic quagmire of military perversion and  
a trap that implicates the leftist viewer in a  
constant reversal of empathy and arrogance.

 liberating reversals of position are a con-
stant organizational structure in saul’s paintings; 
structural foregrounding of characters and  
elements in his infected scenes renders ethical 
impulses futile, equating our best and worst 
drives as viewers. In Ok, I messed up… a portrait 
from 2003, the distorted figure’s admission of 
guilt is quickly followed by “What’s next?”— 
a perfect mock-apology from an incorrigible 
antagonist.                         —kevin appel

JOhn massey
GeOrGia Scherman prOJectS

Photoconceptualism has been synonymous  
with contemporary Canadian art ever since the  
rise, in the mid-1980s, of Jeff Wall, rodney 
Graham, and other artists associated with the 
Vancouver school. Perhaps because he is 
Toronto based, John massey hasn’t received the 
same international recognition as his contem-
poraries despite sharing similar concerns, 
including the idea of photographs as constructs. 

In his latest series, “This land (The Photo-
graphs; 2005–2008),” massey wryly positions  
the luxury car as the apogee of modernism. 
massey captures the well-appointed interiors  
of high-end automobiles with uncanny detail by 
using a large-format camera. Beyond the auto-
mobiles’ windows are vistas of sunrises and 
sunsets over tranquil forests and bodies of 
water, also shot by massey. When digitally com-
bined, the foregrounds and backgrounds of these 
high-resolution photographs remain equally in 
focus, resulting in hyperrealistic imagery that  
is discomfiting. Visually, massey references  
familiar tropes of car advertising but, conceptu-
ally, these photographs seem informed by a 
Ballardian view of technology that is fetishistic 
and a bit paranoid. Viewers are required to  
reconcile their attraction to such manipulated 
imagery with the current hard realities of  
soaring oil prices, economies edging toward  
recession, and an environment irreversibly com-
promised by the lifestyle choices reflected in  
the photographs. rather than catering to a  
consumer’s dream of boundless freedom, these 
photographs suggest a world that is closing in. 
              —bill clarke


